
WEDDING STYLIST



about us

Behind the Vows is a wedding conceptor & stylist, dedicated to make your

“Once in a Lifetime” unique and beautifully personalised. Founded in 2019

by two best friends who styled and helped each other’s wedding, we later

realised our love and passion in styling a wedding. Not stopping there, we

wanted to turn our new-found hobby into a profession.  

We believe what makes every wedding different is the couple; your

chemistry, personality, and taste.  We are a team of detail-oriented

people who put extra attention on wedding aesthetics. We help couple do

the research and give suitable recommendations, from wedding concept

creation down to vendor selection. We will find vendors based on your

style and budget, because as much as we care about aesthetics, we truly

understand that everyone has different priorities. By combining your

personal taste and our skills, without doubt, your wedding will be

unforgettable and most importantly defines YOU!  



our 

services



styling

Wedding preparations can be painful, but we are the only ones that can relate so much! Just

thinking about where or how to start, which vendors you should pick, or what kind of style you

should go for, might be too overwhelming. Who doesn’t want their “Once in a Lifetime" moment to

be perfect?

Yes, all those wedding inspirations are appealing, however couples often get lost wanting all those

beautiful things in their wedding without having a main concept/ theme. Therefore, we are here to

take care of every aesthetic aspects of your wedding!

WEDDING

CONSULTATION 

- budgeting

- timeline management

- vendor assessment & coordination

CONCEPTING & DESIGNING PROCESS

STYLING ON THE DAY 

WEDDING STATIONERY
STARTING IDR 24 MIL



styling
- Create a concept moodboard

- Recommend and coordinate with all related vendors (ie. venue, photographer, apparel)

- Special session with the couple to make sure everything is aligned with the moodboard/ styling 

   on the set

PRE- WEDDING

STARTING IDR 5 MIL
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